WOMAN

RAZER 80192040
WMN
power transfer

$204, 99

lightness

breathability

breathability

breathability

breathability

grip

grip

grip
stiffness index 10

$134, 99

grip

X-TRAIL PLUS 80202026
WMN

breathability

breathability

CORSAIR 80193046
WMN
power transfer
lightness

$204, 99

power transfer

$144, 99

CORE 80191021
WMN
power transfer

lightness

.$214. 00

breathability
stiffness index 10

lightness

$134, 99

breathability
stiffness index 8

grip
stiffness index 8

ESCAPE EVO 80173009
WMN
power transfer

$134, 99

lightness

breathability

breathability

grip

grip

stiffness index 4

stiffness index 4

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21

STORM 80191020
WMN

power transfer

lightness

grip

$194, 99

stiffness index 10

lightness

stiffness index 6
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lightness

TRIBE 80203023
WMN

lightness

power transfer

$164, 99

power transfer

CLAN 80203021
WMN

lightness

ELISIR 2 80192042

$119, 99

ORIGIN 80192041
WMN

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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RAZER 80192040
WMN size

$204, 99

half size

FEATURES:

36/43

39,5 / 42,5

weight

303 g

XC 10 Sole with a stiffness index of 10.0. TPU inserts in strategic points ensure
high traction and outstanding wear resistance
The unibody construction matches strategically placed large mesh inserts with
ultrathin reinforced materials to deliver unrivalled breathability and targeted
stability

X-TRAIL PLUS 80202026
WMN size

$204, 99

weight

FEATURES:

36/43
382 g

Explorer sole with a calibrated stiffness midsole combines optimal power transfer
in the pedal area with an ideally flexible medial zone so it also feels great when
walking
28% more abrasion resistant than TPU, the Michelin rubber tread provides
excellent grip on all surfaces

The asymmetric lacing removes pressure from the top of the foot for the optimum
snug fit

Extremely comfortable 3D mesh upper coated with a highly wear-resistant
protective film with strategically placed impact-resistant reinforcements

Welded TPU reinforcements on the toe and heel for added protection

SLW3 dial, the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a single button plus

SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a
single button

2 asymmetrical straps
Integrated heel system ensures efficient heel retention

Performance Regular footbed provides greater support
69 BLACK / FUCHSIA / YELLOW FLUO

89 ANTHRA

TECH:

TECH:

ORIGIN 80192041
WMN size

$134, 99

half size

FEATURES:
36/43

39,5 / 42,5

weight

375 g

Triple-density Speedlight 3D sole with a stiffness index of 10.0
The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points.
4 breathable mesh inserts and pores across the entire surface ensure optimal
ventilation

CORSAIR 80193046
WMN size

$164, 99

weight

FEATURES:
36/43
321 g

Damp-Lite sole: a lightweight all-rounder with natural rubber tread for enhanced
grip
The lightweight construction with large mesh inserts and soft fabric lace loops
minimizes pressure

Welded TPU reinforcement on the toe for added protection

SLW3 dial plus a Velcro over-strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full
release in a single button

3 velcro straps

Reinforced PU heel and toe enhance protection from bumps
TECH:

82 ANTHRA / FUCHSIA / ORANGE

89 ANTHRA

10 BLACK

FEATURES:

ELISIR 2 80192042

$119, 99

size
half size
weight

34/43
39,5 / 42,5
340 g

Jaws sole with a stiffness index of 6.0 and natural rubber tread for enhanced grip
Upper with minimized stitching for greater comfort
2 velcro straps

ESCAPE EVO 80173009
WMN size

$134, 99

weight

FEATURES:
36/43
352 g

Damp-Lite sole: a lightweight all-rounder with natural rubber tread for enhanced
grip
Women’s lightweight construction with extra reinforcements
Laces plus an over-strap and elasticated keeper
Reinforced heel for added protection

10 BLACK

60

09 BLACK / FUCHSIA

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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CLAN 80203021
WMN size

36/43

weight

372 g

FEATURES:
The sole features the exclusive Northwave flat system that’s specially developed
to deliver total control. The co-developed MICHELIN-NW compound tread ensures
unprecedented grip on the pedals
A one of a kind, the adaptive TPU shank with openings and calibrated stiffness
ensures greater control and support

$194, 99

The EVA midsole provides efficient shock absorption
Abrasion-resistant welded upper with large breathable mesh inserts

STORM 80191020
WMN size
half size

FEATURES:
36/43

39,5 / 42,5

weight

252 g

Morph Carbon 10 AAS sole The exclusive Anatomical Arch Support® made of TPU,
allows the shoe to perfectly shape on the bow arch, making it the ideal sole for
any type of foot
Speedplay adapter compatible
The unibody construction matches strategically placed large mesh inserts with
ultrathin reinforced materials to deliver unrivalled breathability and targeted
stability

.$214. 00

The asymmetric lacing removes pressure from the top of the foot
Welded TPU reinforcements on the toe and heel for impact protection
SLW3 dial plus extra strap
Mesh tongue with customized padding combines protection and breathability
Performance Regular footbed provides greater support
Non-stretch laces are easily stowed in the elasticated keeper
TECH:
TECH:

09 BLACK / FUCHSIA

97 SILVER

FEATURES:

CORE 80191021
WMN size

TRIBE 80203023
WMN size

36/43

Sole featuring a co-developed MICHELIN-NW compound ensures excellent grip on
the pedals

weight

370 g

Suede upper with large breathable mesh inserts

half size

Reinforcements with abrasion-resistant rubber prints on the toe and heel and a
reinforced toecap

weight

$144, 99

Mesh tongue with customized padding combines protection and breathability

FEATURES:
36/43

39,5 / 42,5
250 g

$134, 99

NRG Air Carbon Reinforced sole with a stiffness index of 8.0 and 5 vents for
perfect airflow
SPD pedal compatible (cleat plate not included)
The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points.
4 breathable mesh inserts and pores across the entire surface ensure optimal
ventilation

Non-stretch laces are easily stowed in the elasticated keeper

3 velcro straps

TECH:

09 BLACK / FUCHSIA
62
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67 ANTHRA / LIGHT GREEN
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